Interfacial water effect on cooperativity and signal communication in Scapharca dimeric hemoglobin.
Cooperativity is important in controlling the biological functions of allosteric proteins. Understanding the detailed mechanisms of cooperativity and allosteric regulation in such proteins is essential to understanding their function; however, the mechanism by which allosteric proteins undergo conformational transitions to aid the ligand escape process and its relevance to interfacial water molecules is not well understood. Here, we perform molecular dynamics simulations to examine these issues in Scapharca dimeric hemoglobin. The effects of interfacial water on dimeric motion, ligand escape probability, gate function, and cross-correlation are considered. The results reveal that interfacial water exhibits an unbalanced stress distribution in the interface region, leading to a bias helix bundle motion that not only can expedite the escape of the first ligand but also can increase the interval between the escape of both ligands. Correspondingly, the gate function follows the same time scale as the F-helix movement, and the gate opening is non-stochastic; moreover, the inconsistent motion between the gate parts resembles cooperative behavior. An explicit analysis of the intersubunit communication map provides at least 14 signal transduction pathways. Our results significantly aid in understanding the role of interfacial water in manipulating cooperativity and will lead to further applications involving molecular machines.